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BENEFITS OF REAL-TIME FLOC SIZE MEASUREMENTS 
 

Treatment plants are often designed to produce flocs that will settle out of the water before 

the filters. The Basin FlocCAM® is an online flocculation monitoring tool that gives operators 

real-time feedback about plant operation. One of the important measures it provides is floc 

size. See the examples below to find out why floc size and the factors that influence 

flocculation are helpful pieces of information for every treatment plant operator. 
 

• EFFECT OF WATER TEMPERATURE 

ON FLOC SIZE 

Temperature influences coagulation 

and flocculation. For example, certain 

coagulants are known to perform 

better than others in cold water. Real-

time floc size measurements will 

detect and quantify the effects of 

water temperature on coagulation and 

flocculation. 

• DAILY FLOC SIZE FLUCTUATIONS 

At many treatment plants, water 

quality varies between day and night. 

If this is the case, monitoring floc size 

will identify the effects of the changes 

on plant performance and help 

operators adjust treatment to 

compensate. 
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• EFFECT OF RAW WATER SOURCE 

CHANGES ON FLOC SIZE 

For treatment facilities using more than 

one raw water source, the Basin 

FlocCAM® reveals the effects on 

treatment performance of changing 

from one source to the other. Floc size 

measurements amid the changeover 

help operators adapt treatment 

accordingly. 

• EFFECT OF COAGULANT DOSE  

ON FLOC SIZE 

Coagulant dose has a major effect on 

flocculation and significantly impacts 

treatment plant operating costs. The 

Basin FlocCAM® detects the effects on 

floc development of a coagulant dose 

change, even if the change is minor, and 

helps the operator choose the most 

efficient coagulant dose. 

The above examples illustrate some of the useful information that can be obtained by using the 

Basin FlocCAM® to monitor the flocculation process in real time. In addition to floc size, the Basin 

FlocCAM® provides a number of additional parameters that can aid an operator in daily operations 

at the water treatment plant. To learn more, please contact us at info@FlocCAM.com. 

• EFFECT OF COAGULANT AID  

ON FLOC SIZE 

Often, treatment plants will use a poly-

mer or another chemical to aid floc de-

velopment. Monitoring floc size allows 

operators to see the exact effects of 

coagulant aid use on flocculation perfor-

mance. The Basin FlocCAM® identified 

the change in average floc size between 

typical operation (orange line) and a 

period when the plant added potato 

starch to aid coagulation (blue line). 

 


